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 Macro headwinds still around, maintain Buy on upbeat outlook on new product launches 

 Earnings Preview Xiaomi Corporation  

Macro headwinds still around, maintain Buy    

Global smartphone shipments fell 12% YoY in 2022 according to Canalys, 

reflecting slowing global demand. We therefore lower our est. of Xiaomi’s FY22e 

smartphone shipments from 155mn to 152mn units and full-year revenue to 

RMB279.6bn. Moreover, we prudently raised Xiaomi’s operating expenses due to 

intensified competition and continuous investment in new businesses. As a result, 

our est. of FY22e adj. net profit has reduced by 10.9% to RMB8.3bn. Despite 

longer-than-expected headwinds, we still believe Xiaomi’s resilient operations and 

its differentiated strategy of shifting towards user experience have paved the way 

for upcoming recovery. For FY23e, 1) China reopening theme; 2) continuous 

introduction of new high-end IoT smart products to tap different profitable market 

segments; and 3) launch of brand-new products will drive the growth of Xiaomi, in 

our view. We maintain Buy rating on Xiaomi. 

Smartphone: pressure on OpEx amid intensifying competition 

According to Canalys, Xiaomi's total global shipments reached 151.8mn units in 

2022, maintaining its position as third largest with a market share of 12.7%. The 

20.6% YoY decline in full-year shipments was partly attributable to an 18% QoQ 

drop in Q4 to 33.2mn, according to Canalys. Xiaomi’s shipments in India fell by 40% 

in Q4 to 5.5mn, leading to a drop in market share to 3rd compared to 1st in Q3. While 

we believe Xiaomi’s strategic repositioning and introduction of higher-end models in 

overseas markets will help recover smartphone ASP and gross margin, competition 

has markedly intensified in key regions and will have near-term impact on OpEx. 

AIoT & internet: new smart IoT products to drive growth in the LT 

Xiaomi’s competitive edge in smart home ecosystem will help continue to grow its 

AIoT and internet products, especially smart TV and smart big white appliances such 

as air cons, refrigerators, and washing machines that have seen record YoY growth 

in Q3. We believe Xiaomi’s strong focus on seamless integration and ecosystem 

building will boost user stickiness and enhance user experience, thus further 

supporting Xiaomi’s AIoT segment growth. In addition, continued investment in R&D 

and resulting new products, in particular high-end products that tap into different 

profitable market segments, will drive segment revenue growth for FY23e.  

 

Risks  

Key risks to our PT include: 1) higher-than-expected EV upfront investment; 2) 

slower-than-expected COVID-19 reopening; and 3) worse-than-expected chip 

supply constraints. 

 

 

 

 

Stock code: 1810.HK  

Rating: Buy  
Price target (HK$) 13.8 
Current price (HK$, 20 March 2023) 11.0 

Upside/downside % 32% 

Market cap (HK$ m) 275,440 

Market cap (US$ m) 35,120 

Avg daily turnover (HK$ m) 1,089 

Source: Bloomberg, AMTD Research 
 

Key forecasts 

(Rmb m) 2021 2022e 2023e 

Non-IFRS net profit       22,040          8,343        11,653  
  yoy % 69% -62% 40% 

Revenue     328,309      279,576      307,351 

  yoy % 34% -15% 10% 

Smartphone shipment 
(mn units) 

           190             152             165  

  yoy % 30% -20% 9% 

Gross margin 17.7% 17.0% 17.2% 

Non-IFRS net margin 6.7% 3.0% 3.8% 

EPS (RMB/sh)           0.86            0.32            0.45  

Source: Company data, AMTD Research estimates 

 
Valuation 

 2021 2022e 2023e 

P/E (adjusted) 10.3 27.6 19.7 

P/S 0.7 0.8 0.6 

ROE 16.4% 5.6% 7.4% 

ROA 8.4% 3.1% 4.1% 

Source: Bloomberg, AMTD Research estimates 

 
Share price performance 

 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Smartphone shipment 

Figure 1: Xiaomi’s quarterly smartphone shipment, by region 

 

 
 

Source: Canalys, AMTD Research 

 

Earnings forecast 

Figure 2: Earnings estimate changes 

  2022E  

(RMB mn) New Old % diff 

Smartphone shipment (mn units) 152 155 -1.9% 

Total revenue 279,576  290,315  -3.7% 

Gross profit 47,501  48,989  -3.0% 

gross margin 17.0% 16.9% 0.09ppt 

Operating income 8,081  9,216  -12.3% 

Adjusted net profit 8,343  9,365  -10.9% 

Adj. NPM 3.0% 5.4% -2.44ppt 

Adjusted EPS (RMB) 0.32  0.36  -10.3% 
 

Source: AMTD Research estimates 

 

Valuation 

Figure 3: One year forward P/E of Xiaomi 

 

 
  
Source: Bloomberg, AMTD Research estimates 
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Figure 4: Xiaomi’s P&L forecast 

Rmb m 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E 

Profit & loss       

Revenue   174,915  205,839  
        

245,866   328,309  
                 

279,576  
                 

307,351  

Smartphones  113,800  122,095         152,190   208,869   171,597   191,940  

IoT and lifestyle products  43,817          62,088           67,411   84,980   72,134   77,670  

Internet services  15,956          19,842           23,755   28,212   29,284   30,853  

Others  1,343           1,814             2,509   6,248   6,561   6,889  

Cost of sales                            (152,723)  (177,285)  (209,114)  (270,048)  (232,075)  (254,408) 

Gross profit                           22,192  28,554          36,752   58,261   47,501   52,944  

Gross margin 12.7% 13.9% 14.9% 17.7% 17.0% 17.2% 

Operating expenses  (25,869)      (20,975)       (27,542)  (38,887)  (39,420)  (41,185) 

Selling and marketing expenses            (7,993)  (10,378)  (14,539)  (20,981)  (20,129)  (21,207) 

Administrative expenses                  (12,099)  (3,104)  (3,746)  (4,739)  (4,753)  (4,918) 

R&D expenses         (5,777)         (7,493)  (9,256)  (13,167)  (14,538)  (15,060) 

EBIT  (3,677)        7,580             9,210   19,374   8,081   11,759  

PBT 13,927        12,163           21,633   24,417   4,381   13,059  

Income tax expenses                     (449)         (2,060)  (1,321)  (5,134)  (538)  (1,406) 

(Loss)/profit for the year                 13,478        10,103           20,313   19,283   3,843   11,653  

Minority interest  (76)             59   (43)  (56)  (62)  (68) 

Attributable profit  13,554        10,044    20,356   19,339   3,905   11,721  

Adjusted net profit (non-IFRS)  8,555        11,532  13,006   22,040   8,343   11,653  

       

Yoy growth %       

Total revenue 53% 18% 19% 34% -15% 10% 

Smartphones 41% 7% 25% 37% -18% 12% 

IoT and lifestyle products 87% 42% 9% 26% -15% 8% 

Internet services 61% 24% 20% 19% 4% 5% 

Others 87% 35% 38% 149% 5% 5% 

Gross profit 46% 29% 29% 59% -18% 11% 

(Loss)/profit for the year (reported) na -25% 101% -5% -80% 203% 

Adjusted net profit (non-IFRS) 60% 35% 13% 69% -62% 40% 

       
 

Source: Company data; AMTD Research estimates 
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 IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

AMTD Investment Ratings 

Stock Rating  
Buy Stock with potential return of over 20% over the next 12 months 
Hold Stock with potential return of -20% to +20% over the next 12 months 
Sell Stock with potential loss of over 20% over the next 12 months 

Analyst Certification 
We, Brian Li and Eugene Chin, hereby certify that (i) all of the views expressed in this research report reflect accurately our 
personal views about the subject company or companies and its or their securities; and (ii) no part of our compensation were,  

are or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by us in this research report, 
nor is it tied to any specific investment banking transactions performed by AMTD Global Markets Limited.  
Firm Disclosure 
AMTD Global Markets Limited has an investment banking relationship with Xiaomi Corporation and/or its affiliate(s) within the 
past 12 months. 

AMTD Global Markets Limited 
Address: 23/F - 25/F, Nexxus Building, No. 41 Connaught Road Central, Central, Hong Kong    
Tel: (852) 3163-3288   Fax: (852) 3163-3289 

GENERAL DISCLOSURES 

The research report is prepared by AMTD Global Markets Limited (“AMTD”) and is distributed to its selected c lients. 

This research report provides general information only and is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer 
to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not (i) constitute a personal advice 
or recommendation, including but not limited to accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations; or (ii) take into 
account any specific clients’ particular needs, investment objectives and financial situation. AMTD does not act as an adviser 
and it accepts no fiduciary responsibility or liability for any financial or other consequences. This research report should not be 

taken in substitution for judgment to be exercised by clients. Clients should consider if any information, advice or 
recommendation in this research report is suitable for their particular circumstances and seek legal or professional advice, if 
appropriate.  

This research report is based on information from sources that we considered reliable. We do not warrant its completeness or 
accuracy except with respect to any disclosures relative to AMTD and/or its affiliates. The value or price of investments referred 
to in this research report and the return from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not reliable indicator to future performance. 
Future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of original capital may occur.  

The facts, estimates, opinions, forecasts and any other information contained in the research report are as of the date hereof 
and are subject to change without prior notification. AMTD has no obligation to update, modify or amend any part of this research 
report or to otherwise notify a recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or 
estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate, or if research on the subject company is withdrawn. 
AMTD, its group companies, or any of its or their directors or employees (“AMTD Group”) do not represent or warrant, expressly 
or impliedly, that the information contained in the research report is correct, accurate or complete and it should not be rel ied 
upon. AMTD Group will accept no responsibilities or liabilities whatsoever for any use of or reliance upon the research report 
and its contents. 

This research report may contain information from third parties, such as credit ratings from credit ratings agencies. The 
reproduction and redistribution of the third party content in any form by any means is forbidden except with prior written consent 
from the relevant third party. Third party content providers do not guarantee the timeliness, completeness, accuracy or 
availability of any information. They are not responsible for any errors or omissions, regardless of the cause, or for the results 
obtained from the use of such content. Third party content providers give no express or implied warranties, including, but no t 
limited to, any warranties of merchantability of fitness for a particular purpose or use. Third party content providers shall not be 
liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, 
legal fees, or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of their content. Credit 
ratings are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They 
do not address the suitability of securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as investment advice.  

To the extent allowed by relevant and applicable law and/or regulation: (i) AMTD, and/or its directors and employees may deal  
as principal or agent, or buy or sell, or have long or short positions in, the securities or other instruments based thereon, of 
issuers or securities mentioned herein; (ii) AMTD may take part or make investment in financing transactions with, or provide 
other services to or solicit business from issuer(s) of the securities mentioned in the research report; (iii) AMTD may make a 
market in the securities in respect of the issuer mentioned in the research report; (iv) AMTD may have served as manager or 

co-manager of a public offering of securities for, or currently may make a primary market in issues of, any or all of the entities 
mentioned in this research report or may be providing, or have provided within the previous 12 months, other investment banking 
services, or investment services in relation to the investment concerned or a related investment.  

AMTD controls information flow and manages conflicts of interest through its compliance policies and procedures (such as, 
Chinese Wall maintenance and staff dealing monitoring). 

The research report is strictly confidential to the recipient. No part of this research report may be reproduced or 
redistributed in any form by any means to any other person without the prior written consent of AMTD Global Markets 

Limited.  
  


